
Chad McAlister
Star Teacher

After having Mr. McAlister as a teacher of  multiple classes throughout high school, I believe 

that he stands out as my most influential teacher.  I have discovered from his legendary AP 

English class that I can push through any challenge – trust me when I say challenge – and feel 

so rewarded by my hard work in the end.  However, although it definitely feels satisfying to  

have the ability to recognize an Oxford comma or to decipher The Canterbury Tales, I also value 

the life lessons that I have gathered from him.

Mr. McAlister has convinced me that traveling and reaching beyond oneself  are some of  the 

most important things a person can do.  Whether by exploring Greece or a nearby art museum, 

I have been inspired to experience as many things as possible in life.  He has also taught me to 

seize every opportunity that comes about, motivating me to constantly better myself  and learn 

new things beyond just schoolwork. 

If  a lunchbox is left unattended in his classroom, it is almost certain that Mr. McAlister has 

raided it for Oreos or other snacks, stating that one must take advantage of  the opportunities 

that they have been given.  I admire that he has also shown by example that there is no shame  

in making mistakes, which is something I truly needed to learn.  Once, he left a pen uncovered 

in his pocket until it emptied into a massive ink stain on his shirt, and from that, I learned to try 

to make the best out of  any situation.

Mr. McAlister has mainly influenced me with his supportive attitude.  He has always been 

genuinely willing to listen to and help his students with anything, constantly encouraging.           

I have learned to believe in myself  because he believed in me, and I hope to make him proud   

in the future.
 
Caroline Womack
Ashbrook High School
Star Student 2017

Gaston County Schools

Charles Gardner
Star Teacher

All my life, I’ve felt as if  nothing was ever certain. But, it’s been these uncertainties, such as 
an absent father or even my future, that have led me to seek things that would never leave. 
Mr. Gardner, my Star Teacher, was that person. 

Looking back, at the most critical points in my high school career, he was there support-
ing me. Near the end of  my tenth grade year, Mr. Gardner, my former science teacher and 
close mentor in robotics, talked to me in the hall about the bad grades I had received that 
year. In those few moments, I realized I wasn’t only failing my grades, myself, or my family, 
but him too. 

After that day, I discovered a new fear that would change everything: failure. But to me, 
failure is not really a fear; it’s more like a safety net to save me from disappointing others for 
not doing my best. I picked myself  up and pursued a brighter future, not because someone 
criticized me for terrible grades, but rather because the concern came from an individual 
who, by investing time creating a connection with me, I knew firmly desired my success. 
Through this, I learned that it’s these relationships that teachers like Mr. Gardner cultivate 
with their students that have the most impact on our lives. 

I recently spoke at the Charlotte City Council Meeting with regard to creating a greater  
electric vehicle presence on the roads, and Mr. Gardner was there supporting me. Because 
of  the countless moments of  laughter, the many instances of  encouragement, and his  
unyielding presence in my life, I stand here now. 

Today, I want to end with thanking Mr. Gardner for being my teacher in the classroom, my 
mentor in robotics, and my dearest friend everywhere else. Thank you.

Selvin Lendos
Gaston Early College High School
Star Student 2018


